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Convex Geometry

7.12. - 13.12.1997

This meeting was organized by P.Goodey (Norman, Oklahoma) and P.M.Gruber
(Vienna). It dealt with convexity as related to analysis. There were lectures of survey
character as weil as presentations of more specialized problems and results. The top
ics ranged from valuation and dissection problems to approximation of convex bodies
and affine and integral geometry, from the algebra of polytopes and the metric the
ory of polytopes to classical problems of convex bodies, including stability questions,
and from the local theory of normed spaces to the geometry ofnumbers and inequal
it.ics. The different mathematical backgrounds of the participants strongly enlivened
the exchange of ideas.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

Rotation invariant continuous valuations on
convex sets

Semyon Alesker

L('1, K d denote thc family of convex compact subsets of m:J. A fUDction ifJ : /Cd ~ (C is
called valuation if

</J{K U L) + </J(K n L) = 4J(K) + 4J(L)

w}{cnever K, L, K u L E K,d. It follows from the Blaschke selection theorem that /Cd
equipped with the Hausdorff metric is locally compact complete space. We will be
iJJtcrested in valuations, which are continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric.

Theorem. (Hadwiger 1957). Every continuous translation invariant and SO(d)-invariant
valuation<p has the form

d

cf>(K) = Lc;Vi(K),
i=O

where Vi are intrinsie volumes, Ci are /ixed constants, K E /Cd.
V\fe will describe continuous rotation invariant valuation without assumption of

translation invariance. Description of a11 continuous valuation on the line ia easy and
nOIl intcresting, so we. 'JiH assume d ~ 2.

Definition. A valua~on <p : /Cd ~ (c is called polynomial valuation 0/ degree at most l,
if fOT every K E /Cd f/J( K + x) is a polynomial in x E JEf 0/ degree at most I.

Theorem 1. Every continuotJ,s SO(d) (resp. O(d))-invariant valuation can be approxi
mated uniformlyon compacts in K,d by SO(d) (resp. O{d))-invariant polynomial valu:.
ation,c;.
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PolylJOInial cOl1tinuous rotation invariant valuations can bc dcscrihcd cxplicitly.

Theorem 2. 1) Let</J be a continuous polyno1nial valuation, whielt is S'O(d)-invariant
if d ~ 3 and ()(d)-invur'iant if d == 2. Then tILere exist polynornials Po, ... 1 Pd-I in two
7J(I,r"i(J,ble.~ such t.hat

d-I

r{J(K) = L J pj(lsI2, (8, n))d8j (K; s, n),
}=ollt x $d-l

wlu~'f"(~ I - I is the EucLidean norm, (-,.) is the scalar product, Sj (1(; .) is the j -th gen
(~ralized (;1LrvatuTp. rneasure 01 K. Moreover, any expression o{ the ahove for'rn is (L

continuo'us polyno1nial O(d) -invariant valuation.
2) Let d == 2. Let <p be a continuous polynomial SO(2)-invariant valnation. Th_..

th(~n: exi~t puLynornials qo, fI1 in two variables sucht that ..

r{J(J() = t J qj((S, n), (S, n'))d8j(K; 8, n)
}=oJR2 x$l

wi/.h thc ahovc notation, where n' denoles vector n rotated to the angle 1T /2 counler'
clor:k'ltJis(~. M on~()vel', any expression 01 the above form is a continuous polynornial

S()(2) -inVlll'ifLnt valn'ation.

Random polytopes and lattice polytopes in convex
bodies:' a survey

Imre Baniny

Let. !{ c md be a convcx body and X n == {Xl"'.' X n } C 1< bc a finit.e set. We
(,()llsider tll(~ cases whcn X n is a random sampie, i.e., the Xi 's are randorn, independent,
H.lld unifonn points from K and when X n == K n L is the set of latticp points in !\"
where L is a d· dilllcllsional lattice in IR!. We are interested in the properties of t.hc
polytope l<n ==conv"'\"n- By and large, the behaviour of Kn is sinlilar in thc randonl
and tohe latt.icc cases. For instance, when K is sufficiently Slllooth, the cxpcctat.ion of

t.h~ nurnbcr of vertices of K n (randorn polytope) is const(K)nd~21 (1 + 0(1)) as n goes to
iufillity. 'rhe 11l1lnbcr of vcrtices of K n (lattice polytope) as the lat.t.ice L gets fincr a.
finer is esscntially thc same, Similarly, if approximation is measurcd as rnissed vohllW
1\11. approxiruatcs K in the same order which turns out to be alrnost as gaod as best
approxilnation (with the same number of vertices).

Approximating general hypersurfaces
Karoly Böröczk)~; Jr.

Following thc work of R.olf Schneider, Peter M. Gruber and Monika Lurlwig, thc thcory
of asynl ptotic approximation by polytopal hypcrsurfaces of a srllooth hypcrsll rface J\
with strictly posit.ive curvature is basically cOlnplete.
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The talk consist of t\VQ parts: first the lang standing conjecture is verified that the
rcsult.s can be extended to smooth canvex hypersurfaces wbere tbe Gauß curvature is
allowed to be zero. This is the largest family for meaningful asymptotic results t as
cvcn differentiable hypersurfaces may show rather irregular behavior.

Next, a further generalization is considered if tbe facets of the approximating poly
t.opal hypersurface touch the hypersurface; namely, tbe Gauß curvature is allowed to
hc negat.ive.

The convex hull of random points in a tetrahedron
Christian Buchta and Matthias Reitzner

At. first, let K be a convex polygon with r vertices and area one. Choose n points
frolll J(, independently and according to the uniform distribution on K. ClearlYt their
COtlVCX hulJ Kn is a polygon contained in K. Denote by Dn{K) the difference of the
arca of !{ and the expected area of K n . A classical result of Renyi and Sulanke (1963)
irnplics that

Dn(K) = ~rlogn + cI(K) + o(.!.) (n -+ 00),
3 n n n

wit.h an cxplicitly given constant Cl (K). More precise information about Dn(K) follows
in t.hc following way: For a plane convex body K of area one consider all chords of K
t.hat. dividc !( into t.WQ part.s of areas sand 1 - s. Tbe locus of the midpoints of these
chords is a eloscd curve lv/s , called equiaffine inner parallel curvc of the boundary curve
of Jo(. The assunlption that thc chords rotate counter-clockwise implies an orientation
(')f AI.<;. Pu t.

KIs) := 1 - f w(z, Ms)dz,
zEK\M"

wh{\f(~ 'w(z~ A1.'1) is the winding number of the closed curve MB about the point z. Then

1

Dn(K) = ~n f Sn-I K[s)dS,
o

whCIlce it can bc deduced in the particular case of a polygon with r vertices that

Dn(K) = ~rlogn + cI(K) + C2(~) + C3(~) + ....
3 n n n n

The constantscl (K), c2(K), c3(K), ... are all known explicitly. Furthermore, it is pos
sible to give a simple explicit formula for Dn(K) which extends an old result of Herglotz
(1933) from the case n = 3 to arbitrary n and from a quadrilateral to a general polygon
!{.

Cllrrently, wc are working on the respective problem in dimension 3. In particular,
Wp are able to give the asymptotic expansion for the difference of the volume of a
tetraheclron and the expected volume of the of the convex hull of n random points
ill this tctrahcclron as n tends to infinity. The structure of the asymptotic expansion
turns out to be much more complicated as in the planar case.
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Steiner type formulas for convex functions:
applications and related topics

Andrea Colesanti

1. Steiner formulas
Ld, '(J, bc Cl convex fun.ction defined in a convex open set n c JRd. At each point :r of
n t.I)(~ subgradient'(or 8ubdiJJerential) of 11" 8u(x), is defined. Für a Borcl subset TJ of n
and für a nonllcgativc p wc define the set

Pp(U; 1]) == {.1; + pv : x E 7], V E ßu(x)} ..

It is knowll t.hat. Pp(U; 17) is Lebesgue measurable and its Incasure is a polynonlial of
d(~gn~e (a.t Blost) d in the variable p:

C(Pp(U; 1])) =t (~) pi Fj{u; 1]);
j=O J

when' Ccl is the d-dinl(~nsionalLehesgue measure. The cocfficicnts Fj (u; .), j == 0, ... 1 d,
an~ nonnegativ(; Borel rncasures and they represent the analogue of the curvattln~ Ille(\

Slln~s C~d._j(I{;·) of a convcx body I< c IRd
. In particular the nurnhers Fj (1.l; n) cor

respolld t.o quernlassintegrals IVj(K) .. At this regards notice that if 1L is Lipschitz in
0, with Lipsehitz constant Land n is bounded, then thc following sharp incqllalitics

hold:
Fj{u; 0) ~ Ljwj(n), j = O~ ... ,d.

The IlleaSllres F(,{n;·) do not depend on u; indeed it is sinlply thc rcstriction of Cd to
n. ()n tl)(, other hand the ITlCaSUre Fd ( u; .) is thc image mcasure of t.hc subgradirnt.

Jllap, i.c.
~L('U;1]) == .cd({v: v E au(x)~x E 1J}) == [,d(8u(1])).

'This corrcsponds- to the fact that the curvature measure Co{K; .) of a d-dinlcnsional
c.onvex hody .K is thc image measure of the Gauss map of K. A furt her analogy wi th
thc (:a."i(~ of convcx bodics arises when we consider the case of smooth fUHctions; illdccd
if'll. E C2 (n) wr ca.n write

Fj(u; 1]) =JSj(D2u}, j = 0, ... ,d,
TI

wherc Sj(D2u) is the j-th elementary symmetrie funetion of thc Hcssian of u. Similarlye
if K is a eOllvex body with C2 boundary, then its curvature measurcs can be writt.en
as integrals ovcr DI< of the elementary symmetrie functions of the principal curvatures

of 8F.:.

2. An application
Steincr fonnulas are used to estimatc the sizes of the singularities of a convcx function
'IJ, defined in a convex domain n c lRd

. We considered the sets Li of singular points 0/

order i of u:

L = {x E n : cl iIn (8u(x)) ~ d - i} ~ i == 0 ... n - 1.
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Thc union of the Li 's is the set of all singular points of u. The sets Li were studied
in several papers; in particular it is \vell known that the Hausdorff dimension of Li is
i at the most, for every i = 0, ... , d - 1. Simple examples show that the i-dimensional
Ineasure of Li can be +00, even though, if we assign to each point x of Ei a weight
equal to the (d - i)-dimensional measure of 8u(x) and we integrate this weights over
Li, then we obtain a finite quantity. More precisely:

(1) / 1ld- i(8u(x))d1li(x) ~ Ld-iWd_i(n), i = 0, ... , d -.1,

Li

where 1-l s is thc Hausdorff measure of order sand n is the closure of n. These in
cqualitics are sharp. This result corresponds to the estimates for weighted measures of
sets of singular points of a convex body K. We remark that in order to establish esti
lnatcs (1), we prelirninarly proved integral respresentations of the coefficient measures
Fj (n; .). Such respresentations parallel the ones obtained by Zähle for the curvature
Ineasu res of a convex body. Furthermore, the praof of the integral respresentations for
functions can be given independently of the corresponding one for bodies, by the use
of the conjugate function of a convex function. ..;..;...

On the perimeter deviation of a convex disc from
a polygon .
August Florian

Let Cl and C2 be two compact convex subsets of the plane. We denote by OP(Ct, C2 )

thc distance between Cl and C2 determined by the LI metric in the space of support
functions. This distance can also be written in the form

wherf' [C1

1, C2] dcnotcs the convex huB of Cl u C2 , and p(C) is the perimeter of C. Let
.l)u hc any convex polygon with at most n vertices. Given a convex set C, there is a
polygon Pn == Pn(C) minimizing the distance gP(C, Pn). Let p be therperimeter of C.
It is known that

rf(C, Pn(C)) ~ p (1 - 2; arcsin GSin~))

wit.h equality if C is a circle (Florian 1992). For this inequality I recently found an
alteruative proof which avoids Iimiting processes.

Affine inequalities and radial mean bodies
Richard J. Gardner (joint work with G. Zhang)

Two important objects in convex geometry are the difference body and the polar pro
jection body of a convex body. The difference body K + (-K) of a convex body K
was studicd by Minkowski, and is ubiquitous in geometry (and elsewhere, as the vector
Stint of a set and its reftection in the origin). The operation that forms the difference
body is essentially that known as central or radial symmetrization and as such finds
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Bla.U)' applicat.ions in mathcrnatical physics and partial differential cqllat.ions. Projec:
tio)) hodies also originated in thc work of Minkowski, and have found application in thc
tl\(~ory of vector-valued rrleasures (Liapounov's theorem), thc local thcory of ßanach
spa.C(~s, t\tochast.ic geometry, randorn detcrnlinants, Hilbert's fourth prohlclll, nlathc
fllat.ical econolnics anel other areas. Thc projection body nJ( of Ci convex body J( is
dcfined for U E sn-l by .

hnK(u) = V(Klu.l),

wherc h denotes thc support function, V the k-dimensional volunlc of a k-dimensional
hody, and J(lu-l t.he orthogonal projection of ]{ on the (n-1)-dinlcnsional sllbspace u.L
orthogonal to H. Thc polar projection bady TI· K, the polar bod)' of t.hc projcct.ion borly
or J{, appcars cxplicity (but very frequently) in the more recent literature; its behaviollr
~lnder linear transfornlations often renders it rnore natural than the projcction h.
It.Self. -

80th thc difference body and the polar projection body appear in known affine
in(~qualities. 'The first is an ingredient in thc famous Rogers-Shephard incqllality:

n-"C:) :s: V(K)"-IV(fi*K),

with equality if and anly if K is a sin1plex.
\Ale cstablish a strong ncw affine inequality that yields both thc above incqllalities

as special cases. This involves a new body associated with a convex had)', defined as
foliows. Let }{ be a convex bady in JE". Für x E K, let

with cquaJity if aud only if the convex body K in JEl is a simplex. Thc second appears
in anot.her affiup. incquality, areverse Petty projectian 'ineqllality, first provc<1 by the
sccoll<l allthor:

eK(X, u) = max{c : x + cu E l<l,

'lI. E sn-l, be thc radial function of K with rcspect to x. Thc radial pth rnean body
J?'7J!{ of A.r is defilled für nonzerü p > -1 by

for cach 7J, E sn-1. We also define Ra K by

l?RoK(U) = exp ( vtK) flOg l?K(X, U)~x) ,

for each u E sn-I. "rhus the radial function of RpK is just the pth mean of thc values
of the radial function of K with respect to points inside K. Then RooK is thc difference
büdy of K, and the shape of RpK tends to that of the polar projcction body as p tcnds
to -1. It turns out that RpK is itself convex when p > O.
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•

Ir -1 < P < q, the new inequality states that

with cquality if and only if K is a simplex. Here

Cn.P = (nB(p + 1, n))-l/P,

für nonzero p > -1, and Cn,o is defined by continuity. When p = n and q ~ 00, the

t1(~W incquality becomes the Rogers-Shephard inequality, and when p --+- -1 and q = n,

it. becoInes thc reverse Petty projection inequality.

Dur proof of the new inequality requires a generalization due to C. Borell of a

dassical inequality of Berwald for the pth means of a concave function defined on a

convcx hody. "\Te find a new prüof of Borell 's inequality that yields exact equality

eonditions (not explicitly stated by BoreIl).

Integral geometry and boundary structure
of convex bodies

Stefan Glasauer

Sllhjcct.s of t.he talk were several new integral-geometrie relations for mixed area mea

sures and support measures (or generalized eurvature measures) of convex bodies. Tbe

resu It.s COllccrn the eonvex huH of the union of a fixed and a moved convex body, moved

ei ther hy translations or by rigid motions. There are simple explieit results even in the

ca.sp wherc one integrates with respect to a measure that is not 'invariant. The versions

for support measures are closely connected with eertain diffieult questions about the

hOl1ndary structure of convex bodies, which are related to investigatiol}s by Besieovitch,

Ewald, Lannan, Rogcrs, Zalgaller, B. A. Ivanov, and Schneider (amo_~g others).

Minkowski sums of projections of convex bodies
Paul Goodey

This work is motivated by quest ions which seek information"about a convex body based

Oll knowlcdge of its projections. We obtain results based on certain geometrie averages

of projections. To make this precise, we let K be a convex body (non-e,mpty, compact

<.:onvex set) in nst. For each 1 ~ k ~ d - 1, we denote by l,~ the compact manifold of

all k-dinlensional subspaces of F. The unique rotation invariant probability measure

on this rnanifold is denoted by 11;' For each L E l,~, KIL denotes the orthogonal

project.ion of Konto the subspace L of Ej. Although this is typically a k-dimensional

convex hody, we find it convenient to think of it as a eonvex body in C. The Minkowski

surn Pk(I<) of these projections is defined, in terms of its support function h(Pk(K), .),

by
h(Pk(K), u) = f h(KIL, u) 1I:(dL), far each u E 84-

1.

et
Note that, although this can be thought of as an average of all the 'k-dimensional

pruject.ions of K, the body Pk(K) will typically be of dimension d. Our major objective

7
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is to oLtain inforrnation about I< bascd on knowledge of this Ivlinkowski SUTU Pk(/\')
for same particular value of k.

Thc operator Pd- 1 was introduced by Schneider who showed that if Pd-I (I{) == cf(

for some canstant c, then K is a ball. More reeently, Sprieste~sbaeh showed that Pd-I

is injective. In faet she gave stability results whieh show that if Pd- 1(K) is elose to
Pd-I (L) thcn K is elose to Land that, if Pd- 1(K) is elose to cK for sOlne eonstant c
thcn J( is dose t.o a ball. Interestingly, it transpires that a certain isopcrinlctric deficit
of !( is bounded above by a multiple of the distance between Pk(K) and cK for a
certain constant c depending only on the dimension d.

Here we obtain same analagous results for the operator Pk in the cases 1 ~ k ~ d-2.
We first show how Spriestersbach 's techniques can be used to establish the injectivity
of Pk in a11 thc cases k ~ d/2. We then examine the operator P2 . Contrary.,
r.xpectations, we find that this is injective in all dimensions except d = 14 wherc itW
not. inj(~ctive. The prillciple tcchniques employed are those of integral gcoloctry and
hafJllOnic analysis. The main resnlts give circumstances nnder which a convex body is
detcnnincd by sums of its projections.

Theorem 1. Let K, lyI be convex bodies in F with Pk(K) ::: Pk(A1) for same k ~ d/2.
TJw1l /( = AI.

Theorem 2. a) Let K, At[ be convex bodies in F with P2(]() = P2(/vf). Then, ij
d # 14, we have K = L.

b) There are distinct bodies K, M in ]E14 with P2 (K) == P2 (A1).

Goodey alld Weil previously carried out a similar investigation invalving sums of sec
tions, as opposed to projections, of convex bodies. They showed that convcx bocHes
are deterntincd by averages of their 2-dimensional sections, but not by averages of their
1-di1lwnsional sections. Various averages of both sections and projcctioIlS were investi
gated hy Goorley, Kiderlen and Weil. They showed that certain apparently disparate
avcragcs have strang inter-relationships. Rather surprisingly, our operator Pk is vcry
dosely conncctcd ta another operator Bk which is defined in tenns of ßlaschke SUIIlS

of sectiüns instead of l\1inkowski sums of projections.
1'he prüofs of thc theorems make use of a continuous linear operator Pk : L2 (Sd-l) -t

L2 (Sd-I). 1'his is the functional equivalent of Pk and is defined in such a way that, for a
COIlVCX body K E JE1, we have h(Pk(K),·) = Pk(h(K, .)). Thc operator Pk intertwilles
thc group action of SO(d) on Sd-l and is therefore susceptihle to t.he mcthods of
harmonie analysis. These intertwining properties imply that, whcn rcstricted to.
space of spherical harmonics of degree n in dimension d, the operator Pk acts as a
Illultiple O'.u,k,d of the idcntity. The illjectivity results described in thc abovc thcorerns
arisc from analysing whether or not any of these multiples can be zero. This question is
resolved by first using some integral geometry to find explicit integral reprcsentations
for thc ern,k,d and then providing estimates which prove that, in most cases, thcy are
not ~cro. The cxceptional case k = 2, d = 14 is a consequenee of thc fact that

2(d - 14)
nS,2,d = - (d + 2)(rl + 1)d(d - 1)

whieh is proved directly.
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Volume formulas in Lp-spaces
Yehoram Gordon Uoint work with M. Junge)

According to the definition of Firey, the Minkowski p-sum of m segments in m:a is

f EBp[-X;, Xi! = {fOiXi l(fIOilP')-> ~ I}
1=1 1=1 1=1

wherc x" .. . , Xm are m vectors in JRn
, ~ + ~ = 1. The case p = 2 defines an ellipsoid,

and p ::: 1 defines a zonotope in IRn
, Le. the body V(B~), where V(ei) = Xi, i =

1: ... l 1'n, is the linear map V : IRm -+ IRn
.

VVe cxtend the classieal volurne formulas for ellipsoids and zonotopes to p-sums of

segments and prove

More precisely,

Theorem. Let 1 ~ P ~ 00 with ~ + iJ = 1 and let ~l, ... ,Xm be m vec.~~rs in IRn
. The

associated linear map V : JRm -+ JRn
, V{ei) = Xi satisfies .

1 ( )L ~J2 vol{V{B;)) n '" d ( ) IP pn ~ vol(V(B;») n

< L..." et Xi iEl < ep .

J1re3 min(p, n) ( vol(B;.) ) - card(l)=n - (.VOI(B;»

ExaJuples show, that equality only holds for p E {1,2} and tbat it is necessary to

take t.hc n-th root.

'vVc also describe related geometrie properties of the Fritz John and Lewis maps

associated to classieal operator norms such a.s tbe p-summing, p-nuclear~ p-factorizable

ideal norms for 1 ::; p ~ 00. Thc results are then applied to yield estimates for the inner

and cxternal volume ratio of arbitrary eonvex bodies K with respect to the volumes of

n-dirnensional balls of quotients, of subspaces, and of subspaces of quotients, cf Lp{p.)

spaccs. -

MicrolocaI Aspects of Convex Bodies'
Eric L. Grinberg

A number of geometrie properties of convex bodies may be described by the action of

integral transforms on functions associated to the bodies, especially radial and support

functions. Notable such transforms include the eosine and Funk-Radon transforms

which describe k-projeetions and k-intersections. While a great deal is known about

thc analysis of the latter transform, less is known about the former. In particular, the

Funk-Radon transform is, in typical contexts an elliptic real-analytic Fourier integral

operator. This leads to some amusing continuation properties for convex bodies where

analyticity is replaced by some standard property for cross-sections. We present a link

bctwecJl the eosine and Funk-Radon transform which allows some of the microlocal

properties of the latter to be transferred to tbe former.
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The form of best approximating polytopes
Pctcr M. Gruber

1. Introduction
Let c5 bc a ITlctric or some other notion of distance on the dass of aB proper convex
bodies C in Euclidean d-space.!W. For n = d + 1, d + 2, ... , let P n be a class of
cOllvex polytopes with n vertices or n facets, respectively, or their subclasses of convcx
polytopes which are inscribed or circumscribed to C. Then the problclTIs arise to
det.ernline or estilnate

6(C, Pn ) = inf{c5(C, P) : P E Pn }

and to °dcscribe t.hose pol.ytopes Pn E Pn for which the infimum is attaincd, the best.
approxirnating polytopes 0/ C in P n with respect to 6. These problerns have numerous9
~poc~. °

It is out. of reach to give precise descriptions of the best approximating polytopes
or to specify algoritluus for finding them. The best one may expect is t.o give a rough
dcscription of thc form. The first weak results in these direction are duc to Glasauer and
Schneider for the Hausdorff metric OH and to Glasauer and Gruber for thc sylnmetric
difference metrie tS V and the mean width deviation 8w . These results hold" for convex
bodies C of dass C2 with positive Gauss curvature K.c. They say that thc density of
the distribution of thc vertices of the inscribed polytopes, resp. the points where t.he
facets of thp cin:urnscribcd polytopes touch C, are proportional to appropriate powers
01" 1'1,(:.

In the following we give more precise information in thc case when d = 3.

2. The form of best approximating convex polytopes
Let C be a convex body in ~ of class C2 with positive Gauss Cllrvature K,c. Let

thc houndary bd C of C be endowed with a Riemannian metric f}c and let (Pn ) be a
scquencc of cirCtllllScribcd convex polytopes such that Pn has n facets.

We say that P n has asymptotically regular hexagonal facets 01 the same edgelength8
wi t.h respcct to (Jc if the following hold: there are Landau symbols o(n) and o( 1) and
a positive real sequence (an) such that each facet F of Pn , with a set of at most o(n)
exceptions, has 6 vertices Vl, ... ,V6 and

IIvi - pllp, lIVi+l - villp = Gn (1 ± 0(1)) for i == I, ... ,6, V7 == VI,

whcre TJ is thc point wherc F touchcs bd C and 11 IIp is thc Euclicican mctric inciucc<_
by {}c on thc tangent plane of bd C at p.

Theorem 1. Let bd C be endowed with the Riemannian metric (}1l of the sccond
fundamental form. For n == 4,5, ... , let Pn be a best approximating circumscribed
convex polytope with n facets with respect to the Hausdorff metric OH. Then Pn has
asymptotically regular hexagonal facets 0/ the same edgelengths with respect to {}l I·

Silnilar results hold for inscribed polytopes, the Banach-Mazur distance, and a notion
of a distance duc to Schneider.

Theorem 2. Let bd C be endowed with the Riemannian metric {JA of equi-affine
differential geometry. For n = 4, 5, ... , let Pn be a best approximating circumscribed
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C071vex polytope with n /acets with respect to the symmetrie difference metric oV. Then
Pu has asymptotically regular hexagonalfacets 0/ the same edgelengths with resp,ect to
f!A·

A similar result holds for the mean width deviation 6w .

3. The form of convex polytopes with minimum isoperimetrie quotient
Consider convex polytopes in IEJ of given volurne with n faeets. If such a polytope

has minimum surface area, a theorem of Lindelöf says that it is cireumscribed to a
Euclidean ball. Thus an applieation of Theorem 2 yields the following result.

Corollary of Theorem 2. For n = 4,5, ..., let Pn be a convex polytope in ~ with n
facets 0/ given volurne and minimum sur/ace area. Then Pn has asymptotically regular
hexagonal facets 0/ the same edgelengths.

Note that the metric used here is the ordinary Euelidean metrie in 1&.

A four-vertex theoreßl for space curves
Erhard Heil

A regular closed simple curve in Euclidean 3-space, lying on the boundary of its convex
hull and without zero curvature points, has at least four points where the torsion T

changes sign. Under minor additional assumptions this was shown by· Bisctrizcky and in
fuH generality by Sedykh. Admitting singular points and sign changes of the curvature
fi., Romero Fuster and Sedykh showed that

V+2K+3S ~ 4

whcre S is the number of singular points, K the number of point"s where K. changes
sigJl, and \1 thc number of points where T changes sign. Here we will eonsider regular
dosed spacc curves which may have double points and must not He on the boundary
of thcir convex hulIs. We show that

V+K+D~4

where D is the nunlber of extrema of the conieal curvature T / K.. We call such points
Darboux vertices because there the Darboux vector changes its sense of rotation within
the rcctifying plane.

Darboux vertices can be made visible in the following way: Wrap a rectangular
strip symmetrieally along the space curve. It then is the rectifyin"g strip of the curve,
and its straight generators, which have the directions of the Darboux vectors, can be
seen on the paper strip.

Thc main idea in order to proof (*) is to consider the unit tangent vector of the
curvc as a curve on the sphere. Its geodesie curvature is just T / K..
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Rectifiability far curvature measures of convex
sets

Daniel Hug

VVc investigatc thc conncction between measure theoretic properties of curvature ITlCa
sures of convex sets and geometrie properties of these sets in a d-difnensional Euclidean
space. In arecent paper, we established explicit representations for the singular parts of
thc curvature rncasures of an arbitrary closed convex set with respect to the boundary
rneasure of thc set. This no\\' leads to eharacterizations of absolute continuity for the
curvaturc rneasures in terms of conditions on naturally defined generalized curvature
functiolls which are defined on the unit normal bundle of a given convex set. For the
c.llr~ature rncasure of order zero of a convex body, another characterization is obtained..
which involves thc set of directions in which the convex body is touched from inside_
by a nondcgenerate ball. By using a Crofton intersection formula and various integral- .,
gcornctric transformations, we extend this result to curvature measures of any order.
Another extension is given \vhich uses the nation of a touching affine subspace alld a
ccrtain lower-dinlCllsional spherical supporting proper.ty. Dual results are obtained for
thc surfacc area nlCasures of convex bodies. For the proofs we errlploy Incthorls frorn
convcx and integral geoll1ctry and also some basic geometrie Ineasure theory.

One class of effective step-by-step algorithms for
polyhedral approximation

George K. Kamencv

Th<' dass of step-by-step algorithms for approximating convex bouies C in e, d 2:: 2:
by inseriLed (circurnscribed) polyhedra P~('P~) are considered. These algorithms are
based on the idea of-the general adaptive schemes: the augmentation scheme and the
clltting scheIne (the second one was introduced by Button and Wilker 1978). Let C E C
with thc supporting halp-space H{C, u) and the support function g{C, u).

Augmentation scheme. Let Pn E 'P~.

Step J. Choose the point p E ac.
Step 2. Construct Pn+ I = conv {p, Pn } .

Cutting scheme. Let Pn E P~. a,
Step 1. Choose the unit direction u E Sd-l. _

Step 2. Construct Pn+l = Pn n H(C, u).

'The particular algorithm is defined with the methods of choosing of the polyhedron
Po and thc point (the direction) on the step 1 of the scheme. Let us cOllsider the
schemes, that improve polyhedron approximately in the direction of the maximulll
deviation from the body. Formally we define the sequence {Pn } as H (,)-sequence
for C with constant ')'{H(C, ')')-sequence) if there exist a constant , > 0 such that
811 (Pn1 Pn+l) ~ ,8H (Pn,C). The corresponding adaptive schemes we define as H
schemes.

There are some examples of H-schemes with I < 1. Let T(C, u) = C n 8H(C, u)
and U{P) be the set of external unit normals to hyperfaces of apo
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e-

Algorithm A (Bushenk~v 1981). Let Pn E 'P~ be constructed.
Step 1. Find u· = argmax{g(C, u) - g(Pn , u) : u E U(Pn )}; find p. E T(C, 'U.).
Step 2. Construct Pn+1 = conv{p·,Pn}'

For the algorithm A it was proved (Kamenev 1986) that for C E C it gene"rates
H-sequence with 1 ~ I/a, where a = R/r, where r is internal radius for Po and R is
external radius for C, and for C E C2 asymptotically 'Y :::::: 1.

In case of d = 2 this algorithm coincides with the known "sandwich" algorithm with
chord rule (Fruhwirth, Burkard and Rote 1989-1992). Obviously, in this case "I =1.

Let {Pn } be H(C, ')')-sequence for C E C2
• Then it was proved (Kamenev 1992)

that asymptotically <5(Pn, C) ~ const/n2(d-l) in Hausdorff and Nikodim metrics:

611 (Pn1 C) ~ >../n2/(d-l) , where A = (2/p)(d(d + l)a(C)j((d - 1),~1rd_l)]2/(d-l),

(5"; (Pn , C) :s >"/n2/(d-l), where A = (2/p){2da(C)(d+l)/2 /«d - l)"Yd1l"d_l )]2/(d-l)

where a(C) - the "area" of ac, p - the minimum curvature radius of ac (using
Blaschkc's rolling theorem (Brooks and Strantzen 1989) we da not imply positivity
of Gaussian curvature k) and 1rd - volume of tbe unit ball. Numerical computer
experinlents shows that for algorithm A in approximation of 2-6-dimensional ellipsoids
the constant in the rate of convergence depends only of d and J k(xP~2dO'(x).

In nonsmooth case (C E C) there are more weak results for H-schemes: e5(Pn, C) :5
const/n1/(d-J) (Kamenev 1986). Now it is proved that for augmentation H-schemes
with SOHle additional properties it follows that 6(Pn, C) :5 "const/n~~(d-), Pn E 1'~.

MOH~ preciscly let {Pn } be the sequence of inscribed polyhedra generated by an aug
tnentation scheme. We define {Pn } as H1(C, ,)-sequence if for each n there exists an
extcrnal unit normal u in p E ac, Pn+l = conv{p, Pn }, such that g(C, u) - g(Pn1 u).~

,(j/l (Pn~ C).Obviously H 1(C, ,)-sequence is H(O, T)-sequence and H(C, t)-sequence
is H I {C, 1)-sequence. Furthermore it is easy to see that the algorit"hm A generates
H1-scqucnce with the corresponding constant.

l.;l~t C E C and {Pn } - the H1(C,"Y)-sequence. Then it is proved .:(Kamenev 1997)
that tlH~re exist no: for any n ~ no if follow i~-~

811 (Pn , C) ~ >../n2
/(d-l) , where ;\ = (2/'"Y)[u(C + B)o(C + B)d-2 / 7rd_l]2/(d-l).

Here B is the unit ball in the origin, a(C) - the asphericity of C.
In same application there i8 a problem of polyhedral approximation using minimum

c:alculations of thc support function. For this reasan step-by-step algorithm for reduc
illg thc number of calculations of the support function of tbe approximated body was
dcvcloped. This algorithm uses augmentation and cutting adaptive schemes simulta
ncously.

Algorithm B (Kamenev 1986). Let P E p~ and Qn E p~ be constructed.
Step 1. Find u· = argmax{g(Qn,u) - g(Pn,u): u E U(Pn)}; find p. E T(C,u·).
Step 2. Construct Pn+1 = conv{p·, Pn } and Qn+l = Qn n H(C, u·).

In case of d = 2 this algorithm is similar to the "sandwich" algorithm with maximum
crror rule (Fruhwirth, Burkard and Rote 1989-1992). For the algorithm B it was proved
(Kamcnev 1994) that für C E C2 asymptotically o(Pn , Cl, o(Qn, C) :5 const/n2/(d-l) in
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Hausdorff anel Nikodirll nletrics. Note that on each iteration of this algorithrn thcre is
only Olle calculation of the support function of C. Für this reason in case of C E C2 we
llccd ] ~ const/E(d-l)/2 calculations of g(C, u) tü approximate C ·with the deviation E.

Kinematic formulas für finite lattices
Dan Klain

Thc essent.ial link between convex geometry and combinatorial theory is the lattice
strueture of the collection of polyeonvex sets; that is, the eollection of all finite unions
of cornpact convex sets in !Rn. In analogy to valuation characterizations and kinerrlatic
fornnl1as of convex geometry, the author develüps a combinatorial theory of invariant
valuations an<! kincrnatic formulas on finite lattices. ..

Let P bc a finite poset with minimum 0, and let J(P) denote thc lattice of order.
ideals of P. A theorem of Birkhoff states that every finite distributive lattice takes thc .
fonn of J(P) for some poset P. Let G be a finite group of automorphisrlls aeting on P.
The action of G partitions P into a family U of orbits U. The action of G on P also
inchlces an action of G on thc distributive lattice J(P). In arecent paper thc author
sho\,,"cd that cvery G-invariant real-valued valuation l.{J on J(P) must take the forrn

l.{J = L Cul.{Ju,
UEU

(1)

where p.ach Cu E IR is a constant aod where the G-invariant valuation tpu on .J(P) is
dcfined by

l.{Ju(A) = IA n UI,

for each U E U. Here lAI denotes the number of elements of a finite set A. This
allalogue of Hadwiger's characterization theorem (for rigid-motion invariant valuations
on cornpact convex sets) yields kinematic formulas for the finite lattice J(P), leading
in SOllle cases to new polynomial identities for the Whitney nurnbers (of the second
kind), of a rnodnlar lattice P .. In particular, the author develops thc general kinematic
fonnula für aG-invariant valuation c.p on J(P):

1 1
-IGI L c.p(A n gB) = L -IUICul.{Ju(A)<Pu(B).

gEG UEU

for aB A, B E J(P). Here each Cu is the constant given by (1) for the valuation rp. Bye
setting l.{J = X, the Euler characteristic of the lattice J(P), one derives a combinatorial
analogue of thc principal kinematic formula of convex and integral geometry.

These kinematic formulas enable one of compute expectations of randorn valuations
on J (P). In many cases we are able to compute these expectations in more than one
way, leading to identites such as the following identity for the Gaussian cocfficients:

This particular identity results from the case of P = Ln(q), 'the lattice of subspaces of
a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field of order q. Setting q = 1 we obtain
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the analogous results for the case of P = Bn , the Boolean algebra of subsets of a finite
set. Other examples to consider include the lattice of partitions of a finite set, the
lattice of nlultisets over a finite set, and finite cell complexes exhibiting some degree of
synlnlctry.

Report on recent research: Applications of the
Fourier transform to convex geometry

Alexander Koldobsky

1. Inverse formula for the Blaschke-Levy representation
\·\Te say that an even continuous function H on the unit sphere n in IRn admits the
Blaschke-Levy representation with q > 0 if there exists an even function bELl (0)
so that Hq(x) = In I(x, ~)lqb(~) ~ for every x E n. This representatioD has numerous
applications in convex geometry, probability and Banach spaee theory. In this paper,
we prcsent a simple formula (in terms of the derivatives of H) forcalculating b out
of H. This formula leads ta new estimates for the sup-norm of b tbat ean be used in
connection Ylith isometrie embeddings of normed spaces in Lq .

2. An application of the Fourier transform to sections of staf:'bodies
\A'e express the volume of central hyperplane secti~ns of star bodies in JIr in terms of

c> t.he Fourier transform of apower of tbe radial function, and apply this result to confirm
the conjccture of Meyer and Pajor on the minimal volume of central seetions of tbe
unit balls of the spaces ~ with 0 < p < 2.

3. Intersection bodies, positive definite distributions and the Busemann
Petty problem
\·Ve provc that an origin-symmetric star body K in IRn is an intersection body if and
only if IIxllj(1 is a positive definite distribution on IRn

, wbere IIxllK = minta > 0: X E
a.K}. Vvc use this result to show that for every dimension n there exist polytopes in
!Rn whieh are intersection bodies (for example," the cross-polytope), the unit ball of
evcry subspace of Lp , 0 < p ~ 2 is an intersection body, the unit ball of tbe space
f.~ I 2 < q < 00 is not an intersection body if n ~ 5. Using Lutwak's connection with tbe
ßuselnann-Petty problem, we present new counterexamples to the problem for n ~ 5,
alld conllrm the conjecture of Meyer that the answer to the problem is positive if tbe
body with smaller sectious is apolar projection body.

4. Intersection bodies in IR:'
Wc prove that the unit cube in JRR is an intersection body if and only if n ~ 4, and
give precise expressions for generating measures (signed measures).

5. Second derivative test for intersection bodies
Wc use the connection between interseetion bodies and positive definite distributions,
established in an earlier paper, to give a necessary condition for intersection bodies
in terms of the second derivative of tbe norm. This result allows UB to produce a
variety of counterexamples to the Busemann-Petty problem in m.n, n ~ 5. For example,
thc unit ball of the q-sum of any finite dimensional normed spaces X and Y witb
q > 2, dim(X) ? 1, dim(Y) ? 4 is not an intersection body, as weIl as the unit balls
of thc Orlicz spaces iM, n ;:::: 5 with M' (0) = M" (0) = O.
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6. An analytic solution to the Busemann-Petty problem on sections of con
vex bodies (joint work with R. J. Gardner and Th. Schlumprccht)
\\Tc derive a formula connecting the derivatives of parallel seetion functions of an origin
s)'llllnetrie star body in mn with the Fourier transform of powers of the radial fllnction
of thc body. (A parallel seetion funetion gives the ((n - l)-dirnensional) volumes of all
hyperplane scctions of thc body orthogonal to a given direction.) This formula providcs
a new charactcrization of intersection bodies in JRn and leads to a eomplete analytic
solution ta thc Buscmann-Petty problem. In conjunetion with earlier cstablishcd con
nections between the Busemann-Petty problem, intersection bodies, and positive def
init.e distributions, our formula shows that the answer to the problem depends on thc
behavior of thc (n - 2)-nd derivative of thc parallel section functions. The affinnative
answer ta the ßuscrnann-Petty problem for n ~ 4 and negative answer for n ~ 5 now
follow from thc fact that convexity controls the secimd derivatives, but does not contro_
t.hf~ derivatives of ltigher orders.

7. A short proof of Schoenberg's conjecture on positive definite functions
(joint work wi th Y. Lonke) .
In 1938 I. J. Schocnbcrg asked for which positive numbers p is thc function exp( -llxIlP )

positive definite, where thc norm is taken from one of thc spaces e~, q > 2. The solution
of the problclTl was completed in 1991, by showing that for evcry p E (0,2], the function
"exp( -llxIlP ) is not positive d~finite for thc e;; norms with q > 2 and n ~ 3. Vve provc
Cl, sinlilar result for a more gel).eral dass of norms, which contains sorne Orlicz spac<~s

and q- SUlllS, and, in particular, present a simple proof of the answer to t.he original
Schoellherg's qllcstion. Some consequences concerning isometrie clnbeddings in Lp

spaces für 0 < p ::; 2 are discussed as weIl.

Old and new aspects of the affine geometry of
convex bodies

Kurt Leichtweiß

lssuing froIll thc equiaffine differential geometry and equiaffinely associated sets as
ccntroids, diffcrence body, floating body, projection body, randorn simplices etc. the
classical affine geometry of convex bodies was established in thc early twenties. Hcre
thc (old) aspects like

• inequalities and diseussions of equality

• other characterizations of special curves and hypersurfaces

• affine rigidity

• analogy to the euclidean case

were detcrmining and led to a list of typical results.
In thc last yeal's new aspects like

• generalization to n dimensions
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• relaxation of smoothness assumptions

• consideration of affine evolutions

appeared. The aim of the survey lecture is to explain the progress at the first mentioned
rcsults and to indicate new Olles.

Infinite-dimensional convexity
Joram Lindenstrauss

l'his is areport on same joint work with V. Fonf. It involves three results concerning
t.hc structure of convex sets in infinite dimensional Banach space.

(i) A polytope is a c10sed bounded convex set which intersects every finite-dimensional
suuspace in a usual polytape.

Theorem 1. 11 C is a polytope in a separable Banach space X then the affine span of
C is closed a~d C has an interior point in this affine span.

(ii) Theorem 2. There is no discrete proximinal net in a separable infinite dimensional
Lp(p,) space.1 < p < 00. .~ ..

For p = 2 this is related to (a still open) problem on existence of a nice tHing of l2
by convex bodies.

(iii) Approxi~ation of convex sets by sets in which the extreme points are dense.

Theorem 3. Let X be a separable infinite dimensional Banach space. A closed bounded
convex set C can be approximated (in the Hausdor./J distance) by closed con'lJex sets
whose extreme points are dense il and only il C does not intersect any affine space with
finite codimension by a set with non empty interior.

Ir t.he approximation is possible the approximating.sets can be chosen to actually
have a dense set of strongly exposed points. .

Zonoids
Yossi Lünke

1. Zonoids whose polars are zonoids
Sonle time ago I have fouod examples of non-smooth zonoids whose polars are zonoids.
Thcy were of the form B2 + r B;-1 where Bi is the Euclidean unit ball in IR!' and
o ::; r ~ 1. However, these examples da not work for n ~ 6. The question is whether
there exist at aB examples of non-smooth zO.Doids whose palars are zonoids in any
dinlension. As a first step, the search is restricted to rotation-bodies. Same partial
results in this direction are the following.

Proposition. Assume n ~ 6. If K is an n-dimensional rotation body, such that
K + 8 2-1 is apolar 01 a zonoid, then K is not apolar 01 a zonoid.

Corollary. Assume n ~ 6. 11 K is an n-dimensional rotation body_ then there exists
a number r(K) > 0, such that for every 0 ~ r < r(K), the body K + r B~-l is not a
polar 01 a zonoid.
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2. Isometrie embeddings into Lp spaees, 0 < p ::; 2 (joint work with Alcxander
Koldobsky)

Theorem. Assnme X == (JR3 t I1 11) is a 3~dimensional normed space. Assllrne that
/01' each fi:I;ed (y, z) E m2\{O}, the function x ~ lI(x, y, z)II is in C2 (1R), and that the
!ollowing lwo conditiort8 a1'e satisfied:

. (i) For cvery (Yt z) E IR? \ {O},

d d2

dx lI(x, y, z)IIL=o == dx211 (x, y, z)II!x=:o == 0,

(ii) rrhcrc exists a constant C > 0, such that if (y, z) E m? and 11(0, y, z)11 == 1, then

aP 4IIt
('tx) dx 211 (x, y, z)11 ~ c.

Thcn the .5pace ..Y i8 not linearly isometrie to a subspace 0/ LP1 whcn 0 < p ::; 2.

EXi-unples of spaces satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem are e~ for q > 2. In
t.his case tll(~ theorem provides an answer to a quest ion posed by Schoenherg in 1938
ahollt positive definite functions. The answer was known beforc, hut its proof was
luore conlplicated ~han thc proof of thc theorem here, which is very SiHlp]P,

A characterization of affine length and asymptotic
approximation of convex bodies

Monika Ludwig

Let K bc the set of planar convex bodies (compact, convex sets). For}{ E K affine
]en~th A IS defined as

I

A(K) = I KK(t)l dt
o

\vherc KK(t) is the curvature of K given as a function oE arclength t and 11S thc length of
bd }{. Since I'\,K cxists a.e. and is an integrable function, this functional is weH dcfined
for a g~neral (not necessarily smooth) convex body, Affine length ?as the fo]]owi.
propertlCs: •

• it is equiaffine invariant:
>"(</>(K)) ;: A(K)

for every affine map r/J with determinant 1

• it is upper selnicontinuous:

A(K) ~ lim sup A(Kn )
n--.oo

for K n ~ K
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• it is a valuation:
A(K U L) + A(K n L) == A(K) + A(L)

for K, L, K u L E JC

Besides A(K)t the area A(K) and the Euler characteristic have these properties.

Theorem 1. Let Jl : 1C ~ IR be an upper (or lower) semicontinuous and equiaffine

invariant valuation. Then, there are constants Co, Cl, and C2 such that

Jl(K) == Co + Cl A(K) + C2 A(K)

f01' alt !( E K. If tL is upper semicontinuous, then C2 ~ 0, ij it is lower semicontinuous,

then C2 ~ O.

This theorem can be used to obtain results on asymptotic approximation of convex

bodies. Let Ö(K, L) denote the area of the symmetrie difference of K and Land let

P:l(K) denote the set of polygons with at most n vertices which are contained in K.

D~finc

c5(K t P~) = inf{6(K, P) : P E 'P~(K)}, ....{!~;.

i.c., &(K, P~) is the distance of K from its best approximating polygonwith at most n

vertices. It was shown by L. Fejes T6th, McClure and Vitale that for a convex body

J( with boundary of class C2 and positive curvature

6(K pi) rv A(K)3
'n 12n2

as 11. -t 00. This can be extended to general eonvex bodies.

Theorem 2. For every K E Je

In a joint w<?rk with Matthias Reitzner, Theorem 1 is extended tö general diqlen

sions. It follows from results of K. Leichtweiß, E. Lutwak, C. Schütt and E. Werner

that affine surface area can be defined for general convex bodies and is an equiaftine

invariant and upper semicontinuous valuation. Our result says that every equiaffine

invariant and semicontinuous valuation can be written as a linear combination of Euler

characteristic t volume a.nd affine surface area.

E~ch symmetrie convex body in m;3 admits an
inseribed cube

Endre Makai, Jr. (joint·work with T. Hausel and A. Szücs)

Answering a question of Klee-Wagon, we prove that each convex body in lR.2 admits

inscribed rectangles with any given ratio of tbe side lengths. We prove that each

centrally symmetrie convex body in JR3 admits an inscribed cube, and, more generally,

an inscribed similar copy of any given rectangular parallelepiped. For the case of the
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tube wc give sirnple argunlcnts using elements of (equivariant) algebraic t.opology, via
th~ solution of a special case of Knaster's problem. Connected with this, we invest.igate
the existence of equivariant maps 80(3) -1 8 2 for certain group actions of subgroups
of S4 on S()(3) and 8 2

. The statement for the general rectangular parallelepiped
follows frorn a rather technical recent theorem of Griffiths, about another special case
of !(Ila.c-;ter's problerB, that includes the above one. Answering a question of ßodlaender
Gritznlann-Klce-van Leeuwen, we prove that for n large enough there exists in !Rn a
(cent rally syrnmetric) convex body, admitting no inscribed parallelepiped; moreover, a
typical (centrally symmetrie) eonvex body in JRn has this property. We prove that in
IJf any set of diarneter at most 1 can be included to a rhombic dodecahedron, with
distance of opposite faces equal to 1. Possible application of this theorern to the Borsuk
problenl in ßl3 is pointed out.

On inner illumination of convex bodies
Horst Martini (joint work with V. Boltyanski and V. Soltan)

Due to P. Soltan (1962), a set F c bd K illuminates a convex hody K e F (d ~

2) fro1n within if for each point x E bd K there is some y E F (x i:- y) such that
]x, y[e int!{. Für example, any K c ]Ei is illuminated from within by at most d + 1
points, with eqllality if K is a simplex (Soltan 1962). Moreover, F C bd I< is said to
hc a 1JTirnitive inner illuminating system of K if no proper subset of it will illunlinate
1\" frolli within. Although even a proof for the existence of thc maxirrlum number of
points of a prilnitive inner illuminating syste was lacking for d ~ 3, B. GrünbaUI11
(1964) conjecturcd this number to be 2d . For d = 3, this was confirmcd by V. Soltan
(1995), with equi~lity if K is combinatorially equivalent to the 3-cube. Wc show that
for d 2:: 4 Grünbaum 's conjecture is wrong: for any positive integer rn, thcre is a
convex body [( Ce, d 2:: 4, with a primitive inner illuminating systeln of at least
nl points. Also WP. show that any such system is finite. H. Hadwiger (1972) asked
whcthcr Cl convex d-polytope P c e illuminated by its vertices (i.e., for any vertex
.1: of P thcrc is another vertex y of P such that Jx, y[eint P) has at least 2d vcrtices.
P. Mani (1974) proved that for d :::; 7 the ans\ver is affirmative, while for d > 7 thcre is
such a polytopc having about d + 2Vd vertices. We show that any convex d-polytope
primitively illunünatcd by its vertices has at least 2d vertices.

Polytopes: valuations, dissections and
combinatorics

Peter McMullen

The purpose of this talk is to survey recent developments in the area of the title. The
emphasis will be firmlyon the algebraic aspects of the subject. An initial motivation
for studying valuations in the abstract was to investigate the extent to which equality
of volume of ordinary polyhedra is characterized by equidissectability, as is the case for
area of polygons. Indeed, same of the problems still being looked at were first raised

by the Greeks.
Rather than develop the subject historically, thc starting point here will be the

most recent approach to the polytope ring and algebras. The polytope ring, which is
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thc abstract algebraic object corresponding to valuations on polytopes (with DO trans

lationaJ properties as yet assumed) is identified with the ring of piecewise exponential

functions. Completion and quotients then provide connexions with polytope algebras,

piecewise polynomials and tensor weight algebras. Another natural quotient then de

scribes the conditions for equidissectability of polytopes by translation (wben any rigid

nlotions are allowed, the general problem is still open).

A striking application of scalar weights (wbich can be tbought of as tbe algebra of

rnixed volumes of polytopes) was to tbe purely eombinatorial problem of characterizing

the f -vectors of simple polytopes. Part of the structure of tbe weight space of a simple

polytope, established by non-analytic methods, is a family of quadratic inequalities,

arnong which is Minkowski's second inequality. From this (88 is weIl known) tbe Brunn

t\1inkowski theorem can be deduced; of interest, perhaps, is that tbe equality conditions,

which are lost in proceeding to a limit, can be recovered for polytopes by an inductive

argument.

Affine surface area and p-affine surface area
Mathieu Meyer and Elisabeth Werner -o:;C:;.c< 0;

For a convex body K in JRn and t E IR, t > 0, we define the SantalQ:.bodies S(K, t} as

S(K, t) = {x E K : 1KII;<%1 $ t},
vn

where IK Idenotes the n-dimensional volurne of the convex body K and Vn is the volume

of thc n-dimensional Euclidean unit ball B(O, 1). KZ is the polar of K with respect to

:r.
Those bodies .are related to the affine surfaee area

01(K) = ! !K(u)Wdu(u) =! K(X) nhdJlK (x);

5 n - 1 8K

where !K(U) is the Gauss curvature fUDetion, that is the reciprocal of the Gauss

curvature K(X) at this point x E BK that has u as outer normal. JLK:iis tbe usual surface

Ineasurc on the bo·undary ßK of K and 0 is the spherical Lebesgue measure.

It was shown that the connection between Ol{K) and tbe Santalo..bodies is as

follows

lim tn;t (IKI-IS(K, t)1) = ~(IKI)n;l Ol(K).
t~oo 2 v"

Lutwak introduced for a convex body K in JRn with positive continuous curvature

fnnction the p-affine surface area Op(K) ..

! fK(u)n~p ! ~(x)~
Op(K) = ~ da(u) := ~ dIJK(X),

5 n - 1 hK(u) n+p 8K < X, N(x) > n+p

where hK is the support function of K and N(x) is the outer normal in x E BK.

\Ve show that for bodies with sufficiently smooth boundary there is a geometrie

interpretation for the p-affine surface area (for -n < p) comparable to the one for

affine surface area in terms of a generalization of the nation of Santal~bodies.
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On isometrie embedding of subspaces of Lp into lp
Aleksander Pelczynski (joint work with F. Delbaen and H. Jarchow)

The foIlowing reStllts answer a question of A. Pietsch:

Theorem 1. Let 0 < p < 00, p rf. 2/N. Let E be a (elosed linear) .subspaee 0/ Lp =
L1J ([0; 1]). Then E is isometrie to a subspace 0/ lp iff every unital subspaee 0/ Lp
isornetric to E eonsists 0/ funetions having discrete distributions.

It is weIl known that every subspace of L p is isometrie to a unital one.

Corollary 1. A subspace E 0/ Lp (0 < p < 00, p rt. 21N) is isometrie to a subspaee
0/ lp ijj every 2-dimensional subspaee 0/ E has the same property.

Corollary 2. The 2-dimensional Euclidean spaee is not isometrie to a subspaee 0/ ..
lp (0 < p < 00, p rf. 2IN). . ..

ProoC. Otherwise by Corollary 1 l2 would be isometrie to a subspace of lp. -"

Theorem 2. 1/ p E 21N then every finite dimensional subspaee 0/ Lp is isometrie to a
8ubsp(L(:e 0/ lpo Moreover /01' every nEIN there exists an N = N(p, n, U<) E IN (D< is
the field 0/ seala1's, either lK = IR 01' 1K = (C) such that every n-dimensional subspaee
0/ LI) embedds isometrieally into l:.

An isoperimetrie inequality far hyperplane
sections of a convex body

Carla Peri

Consider the cuclidean space JRn with the canonical inner prorluct (".) and corrc
sponding nonn 11 . 11 . Denote sn-l := {x E JRn 1II x 11= I} the unit, euclidcan sphere,
V{-) the Lcbesgue n- dimensional measure and A(·) the Lebesgue (n - l)-dimensional
measure defined on Borel sets lying in hyperplanes of lRn

•

Let us suppase that a convex body K c JRn is divided by a hyperplane H into
twü sets K 1 , K 2 . We want to find a sharp upper bound für tbe product V (Kd V(K2 )

in t.enns of thc area A(K n H) of the intersection of K with the hyperplane H. This
problcln has been studied by Bokowski and Sperner (1979), Bokowski (1980), Gysin
(1986), Mao (1993) and Santalü (1983) who obtained upper bounds where A(K n H)
is multiplied by a constant depending on the diameter of K and on thc dimension n. It
should be noted that a more general version of this problem, where H is rcplaced by a e
nlcasllrablc surface, has been studied by many authors in connection with randomized
algorit.hlns für approximating the volume of a convex body. Relative isoperimetrie
incqllalities are also related to immersion theorems for Sobolev spaces.

We prove that if K c JRn is a convex body divided inta two parts K 1 , K 2 by a
hyperplane H orthogonal to u E sn-J then

V(KdV(K2) ~ f2( min
n
f I (u, x - y) Idx)A(K n H).

n yEIR K

This inequality is asymptotically tight, for sufficiently large n, anel inlplies the
following:
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V(KdV(K2) ~ I:2(/ I (u, x - c(K» Idx)A(K n H),
K

where c(/() denotes the centroid of K. We also show that if K is eentrally symmetrie
then the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped. Moreover, the inequality we obtain in this
case is exact as equality holds for a cylinder and a hyperplane cut, through the center,
parallel to the base of the eylinder.

The main ingredient in the praafs is a "Localization Lemma" due to-Kannan, Lovasz
and Simonovits (1995).

The constant fK t (u, x - c(K) I dx cao be given a geometrie interpretation: it is
the support function in the direction U of the centroid body r K of K, multiplied by
the volume of K. Thus, the previous results imply

(DrK being the diameter of rK), where the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped 'when K
is cClltrally symmetrie.

Wc think that the last inequality can be generalized as folIows.

Conjecture 1. Let K be a convex body in lRn such that c(K) = 0 and let ECK be a
rneasurable set. Let A(K, E) denote the Minkowski content 01 the part 01 the boundary
01 E which is contained in the interior 01 K. Then

. 1
ffiln{V(E), V(K\E)} ~ In2DrKA(K,E)

and the constant 1/ In 2 can be dropped when K is centered.
In the case where K is the unit cube this inequality was proved by Hadwiger

(J 972); in thc general ca.c;e it would improve an inequality due to Kannan, Lovasz and
Sinlonovits (1995): " .

The subindependence of coordinate slabs in .e;
balls .

Irini Perissinaki (joint work with K. Ball)

It is proved that if the probabili ty P is normalised Lebesgue measure on one of the
e; balls in JRn

, then for any sequence .tb t2, ... , tn of positive numbers, the eoordinate
slabs {lxi I ~ ti} are subindependent, namely,

A consequence of this result is that the proportion of the volume of the unit e; ball
which is inside the cube [-t, t]n is less than or equal to In(t) = (1 - (1- t)n)n
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I t. tUfns Ollt that this estirnate is rerrlarkably accurate over roost of thc range of
val lies 01' t. A revp.rse incquality, dcmonstrating this, is the second major resllit of this
work.

1. The two Theorems and their relation

Theorem 1 Subindependence of coordinate slabs. 11 the probability P is nOT

UH1,lised Lebesgue 1neasure on "one of the e; balls in /Rn, then fOT any sequence tl, ... 1 tn
of l)()silive n1L1nbers,

T"he particular ease p = 1, t1 = ... == tn of Theorem 1 gives an upper bound fOl'lC
proportion of thc volumc of the unit er ball which is inside the cube [-t, t]n . Sine
propurtioll of t.hc volume of the unit e~ ball which is inside a eoordinate slab of wi th
'21. is ] - (1 - t)fl when t ~ 1, the result in this case is given by the following Corollary.

Corollary 1.1. TI }~l (t) is the proportion of the va/urne 01 the unit e~ ball inside the
cubc [- t' l t]n then

Although Fn(t) is thc function Lbl
/

tl (-l)i{j)(l- jt)n (an indireet result of the proof
ur TIH~on~Ill ]), whieh is a spline with many knots, we prove in Theorem 2 that thc
polynolllial fn(t) == (1 - (1 - t)n)n is an astonishingly good approxiTnation to Fn(t), at
I(~ast. wh(~11 F1l (t) is not too small.

Theorenl 2 (An estimate in the reverse direction). With Fn(t) a,c; above,

(1,8 n -1 00 unifonnly in t.
Thcorcnl 2 enables us to deseribe the threshold behaviour of Fn(t) quite accuratcly.

F'nr (~xalnplc, if t == logn~logc then the information we get from Theorem 2 is that Fn(t)
should he sOlllething like In(t), which in turn is something like

(1 - exp(-logn + logc)t = (1 - ~r ~ exp( -cl·

2. Abrief account for the method of the proofs of the two Theorems
\Ve shall briefly explain the crudal points of the proofs of the two Theorems, for the
si III plcst tase p = 1 and t1 == ... == tn == t. The general case is treated in a very sirnilar
wa)', so \\fC shall not examine this here.

As above, we write Fn(t) for PO-t, t]n), where P is now normalised Lebesguc
measure on the unit er ball. We also write Jn(t) for (1 - (1 - t)n)n whieh is a function
dorninat.illg Fn according to Corollary 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 (the upper bound for Fn ) depends
on a very convenient interaction between two different equations expressing Fn and its
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. '

derivative in terms of Fn - 1- Each of these equations'is proved using a simple geometrie
argurnent: they can readily be combined to give a differential inequality for Fn which
integrates up to th"e stated result.

These equations are:

Fn(t) ::= n [t (1 _ u)n-l Fn- 1 (_t-) du
Ja 1 - u

d ( 2( n-l t-dFn t) = n 1 - t) Fn - 1(-1-)
t - t

The upper bound is extremely precise as long as Fn(t) is not too smal!. The easiest
way to state this is to write it as an estimate for the volume outside the cube, namely
for 1 - Fn(t). This is what we do in Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 (a lower bound for Fn ) is technically
Inore complicated although it is much less delicate. The crucial point is to show that
at it8 maximum, the function t=7: is dominated by the value of a relate~_.funetion,

which in turn can be shown to be small by means of the (rather precise) upper bound
already proved.

Selection measures
Krzysztof Przeslawski

Let. JCn be the family of all convex bodies in JRn. An IRn-valued Borel measure J.l over
sn-l is said to be a selection measure if it is of finite variation, and if for every A E Cn

! hA (x)dtt(x) = s(A) E A,

whcrc h A is thc support function of A. We denote by Mn the family of all selection
Incasures over sn-I. It is easily seen that s is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the
Hausdorff metric, and linear, Le. Minkowski additive, and homogeneous w'ith respect
to thc multiplication by nonnegative scalars. Conversely, if s : Jen ~ IRn is a Lipschitz
continuous and linear selection, then a standard application of the Riesz representation
theorem shows that there exists a unique selection measure J.1. such that the above
equation is satisfied. The family of all such selections will be denoted by sn.

It would be interesting to have effective methods that enable ODe to determine
whether a given measure over sn-l is a selection measure. A little appears to be
known in this direction even in case of n = 2. The following properties of selection
measures have been established in a joint work of G. Rote and the present author.

10 If n ~ 3, J.L E Mn, then for every n - 2-dimensional subspace X of IRn,

where IJ.LI denotes the variation measure of J.1.. In particular, there is not a discrete
se1ection measure if n ~ 3.
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~t' Ir 11, E .M'2 is singular with rcspect to thc are length measure, then 11, is neid.
(Equi val(~Jlt,ly, if ,., is thc selection corresponding t.o /-L, then s is cClltrally symllwtric,
i.I' . .'i ( -A) == -8(04) for every A E /(2.)

T" Ir 11. E .M~ is odel, thcn for every x, y E SI, if x 1\ y '> 0, then

/
{ u:(x,u)(y,u)::;O}

(y, u)x 1\ dp,(u) ~ x 1\ Y

allel

o ;::: / (y, u)x /\ dtL(u) ~ x /\ y,
{u:(x ,u)(y,u) ~O}

w It(~n~ 'iJ 1\ w is the signcd area of thc parallelogram determined by the two vcctors v
illldUJ. •

PROBLEMS
1. Does there exists a rneasure J.l E Mn, n 2: 3, which is singular with respect to thc
slIrface aren. rneasure?

2. I.A~t. 11 C 5 11
- 1. \Ve say that B has the intersection property if for every function k

whidl is the rest.riction to B of a support funetion, the set n{K E K,n : hKIB == k}
is llonernpty. Clearly, if Jl is a selection measure, then SÜPP{t has the intcrsection
pl'op(~rty. 'The question is whether there exists a finite subset B c sn-I, n 2: 3, wich

has t.hc int.erscction property. Ohserve that for n == 2, B has the interseetion property

ifr #13 ? 4.

:.t L(~t :1:, '!J E sn-l be lincarly independent. Let sxy(K) be the center of the smallest
parallf'lograrll eontaining !( E Kn which has one pair of the sides perpendicular to x
and the other to y. lt is easily seen that Sxy E 8 2

, and that the selection rneasurc l',

which corresponds to Sxy is of the form:

1 (y' y' x' x' )/1. = - Dx-- + c5_ X -
A
-- + Oy-- + O_y--- .

2 y 1\ x Y - x x 1\ Y x 1\ -y

wlwre ::' is ohtaincd by revolving z about 0 counter-clockwise through a right angle.
It can he sltown that each centrally symmetrie seleetion s E 8 2 is an affine, possibly
infinite, cornbinatiol1 of such par'allelogram selections. Is s a convex combination of

parallelogranl selections? A slightly weaker question reads as folIows: Is it t~ue t"
für any triangle T, s(T) belongs to the triangle with vertiees at the midpoints of •

sides of T?

A special case of Mahler's conjecture
Shlomo Reisner"(joint work with M, Lopez)

A special c:ase of l\1ahler's conjecture on the volume-product of symmetrie convex

hodies i 11 n-dinlcnsional Euclidean space is treated here. This is thc case of polytopcs
wi th at nlost 2n + 2 vertices (or facets). Mahler's conjecture is proved in this case far

n '# 8 and thc nlinimal bodies are charaeterized.
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On the algorithmical solution of the main
problems in the metric theory of polyhedra

I. Kh. Sabitov

The following two problems in the metrie theory of polyhedra are known as main
ones: the first is the problem of isometrie realization in JFi3 of a given polyhedral
Inetrie and the seeond is the problem of reeognition of the 8exibility of any given
polyhedron. For the first problem there are many different settings; we suppose that
thc polyhedral metrie is given as one of a metric simplicial eomplex K and we require
that the combinatorial structure of K should be carry on the sought polyhedron P
isometrie to K so that the faces of K must serve for P as its natural development. Up
to now in such a formulation there has been DO result either positive or negative nature
(even the famotis Alexandrov's theorem on the existenee of the isometrie realization
of any convex polyhedral metric as a convex polyhedron in JR3 doesn 't guarantee that
thc combinatorial structure of K would be carry over to P). It turns out that the
solution of the "bellows conjecture" admits to indicate an algorithmical approach to
tlw solution of the both problems above.

Indccd it is known that the volume V of any polyhedron P in lR3 -~ay be calculed
a..~ a rüot of a polynomial equation .

(1)

with the coefficients depending only on the P's combinatorial structure (defined as oue
of a sirnplicial complex K) and the metrie of P i.e. for the caleul of V = vol(P) we
have a gcncral.ization of the Heron's formule. It is essential that the polynomial Q(V2 )

Inay be faund by the application of an algorithm (the proof affirms only tbe existence
of such a polynomial equation for V but it doesn 't give any method to. find it). First
we note that the equation (1) gives the following necessary conditions for the solution
of thc both problems:

1. Let IKI be the body 0/ a simplicial metne complex K. Then for the existence 01
a sirnplieial isometrie map P : IKj -t JR3 it is necessary that the equation (1) composed
on the base on IKI should have at least a root V 2 ~ Q.

2. Let P be a flexible polyhedron then its volurne is a multiple root 01 the corre
sponding equation (1).

Thc algorithm for seaking of isometrie realizations of the given polyhedral metric
is based on the following

Lemma. Let A be a vertex in a polyhedron P 01 degree m ~ 4 and let PI, ... , Pi-I, Pi,
Pi+h" . I Pm be the vertices of 8(StarA) enumerated in a cyclic ordre. Suppose that the
segment< Pi-IPi+l > is not an edge of P. Denole the length 01 < Pi-lPi+l > by di ·

Then the volume V of P and di are related by a polynomial equation 01 the form

(2)

where 1 == (l?) .. . l~) and e is the number 0/ P 's edges.
Ir P is in the general position then it is guaranteed that 2Mi ~ 2. This means

that the equation (2) has the leading coeffieient a~i) i- 0 so taking V 2 as one of the
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lIC1I1-IH~gativc l'Oots of (1) wc find a finite number of the d/s valucs. After this for the
(·ollst.rllc1.ion of polyhcdra having thc given values of edge lengths and diedral anglcs
it is (~asy to indicatc a finite algorithm ",hieh will give either a requircd polyhedron
Ol' show t.he nOIl-cxistence of such polyhcdron. As a consequencc of this construction
Wf' hiJ.VP an other proof of the affirmation that almost alJ polyhedra in JR3 are rigid, a
re'slllt. dur. t.o Gluck (for polyhedra homeomorphc to a sphere), Whiteley and Graver
(for t.J)(~ t.oroidal polyhedra) and Fogelsanger (in the general casc).

\Vhcll in the cquat.ion (2) for the given values of land V aB cocfficients ajO, 0 ::;
:i :S kl; - 1, are Z0.ro (by the way it is a necessary condition for thc ftcxibility of P) we
havc an algorithrn for thc construction of P tao but for the moment it givcs a resl1lt.
()nly 1lIld(~r SOlJ1C supplen1cntary suppositions.

As Ln t.hc vcrification of flexibility of a given polyhedron P we can indicatc an
a)p;oril.ll1l1 has{~d Oll t.he following idea: in the star of A (in notations of the lern_
we n'III()V(~ thc edge < APi > with adjacent faces and cünsider the new polyhedro.
wit.l! t.1l(~ (~dge < Pi-l]Ji+l > and the faces < APi-IPi+l > and < Pi-lPiPi+l >. Now wc
apply Ln pi the lenlnla; if it is applicable then pi is rigid so P is flexible für the values
01' di l)(~al' of the one given in initial position of P. If the lemma is not applicable we
earl repeat allalogical consideration with pi and so on.

Adapted convex bodies
Jane R. Sangwine-Vager

TIH' Sllppurt, fUllct.ion and supporting hyperplane of a convex body K with non-elnpty
llltcrior ar<~ dClloted by h(K,·) and H(K, .). For x E bd K, the boundary of !(, iV (I{, :r)
is tlJ(~ ?tonna! cone at x and it is defined by {u i= olx E H(K, 11)} U {o}, where 0 is
t.dl origin of JEl. Thc touching cone of K containing u is T(K, u) = N(K, x) for any
;I: E rdint l/(l<,u) n !(. E(K) is the set of unit extreme directions of K, and B is t.hc
1I11it hall.

Adapt.ed convex bodies were introduced by Schneider (1990). A is adapted to C if
for all J: E hd C, therc is y E bd A such that N(C, x) C N(A, y).

Schneider (1990) uses the first result below to obtain the second.

If .4 is adapted to C and u E sn-.l, then

h~(C rv TA,u)lr=o + h(A,u) = 0,

'III11(:n., It~ denotes the right-hand derivative and C '" TA is the Minkowski diffene
T > O.

Let }{, Land Ci be convex bodies for C = (Cl,"" Cn - 2). Suppose equality holds
in the Aleksandrov--Fenchel inequality, V(K, L, C)2 ;::: V(K, K, C)V(L, L, C). If A =
(A 1, ... ,.4 71 - 2 ) where Ai is adapted to Ci and i = 1, ... ,n - 2, then equality also holds
when A n~l)I(L(;es C.

1t. is a coroUary to this result that equality holds in A - F when C consists of smooth
hodics if and only if !( and L are homothets.

To prove strcngthened characterizations of zonoids, Goodey and Zhang [1996] es
tahlish the denseness of differences of surface area measures using the following result.
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If }( is a smooth convex body and u E sn-I, then

h~(K ~ TB, u)lr=O + 1 = Ot

and the convergence of the difference quotient to the derivative is uniform on sn-I.

Vve show

Theorem. If K and Aare any convex bodies and u E sn-I, then

where the maximum is over all sets {Vi} such that u = L:=l AiVi for some integer
k, Ai > 0, and each Vi E E(K) n T(K, u).

Corollary. A is adapted to K ij and only if h~(K "'-I TA, u)lr=:O + h(A, u) = 0 for all
'(l E sn-I.

Lemma. If the boundary of K is smooth, the difference quotient for the"derivative in
thr. Theorem converges uniformly to h(A, u) on sn-I. . ~~;.}.

Sketch of the Proof 0/ the Theorem and Lemma. Fix u E sn-I. For. each T, 0 ~ T <
r(K, A), the relative inradius, there exists a set {Vier, u)}, i = It ... , k, of elements of
E(K "'-I TA) nT(K "'-I TA,u) such that

k

U = L Ai(T, u)v,(r, u), ..\,(r, u) ~ O.
i=1

It follows that h(K "'-I T, A, Vier, u)) = h(K, Vier, u)) - rh(A, Vier, u)) for;~i-= 1, ... , k,
and

h(K l"'oJ rA, u) = L Ai(T, u)(h(K, Vier, u)) - Th(A, Vi((r, u))).

Let DQ(T, u) = (h(l{,u) - h(K l"'oJ rA, u))/,rr. These results and the sublinearity of the
support function lead to

L Ai(O, u)h(A, Vi(O, u)) ~ DQ(r, u) ~ L ..\i(T, u)h(A, Vier, u)),

für aB sets {Vi(O,U)} C E(K) nT(K,u) and {Vi(r,u)} C E(K I"V rA) nT(K I"V rA,u)
with 'lL in their püsivite huBs. Next we show that the Vier, u) ~ Vi(U) E T(K, U) as
T ---70.

If bd K is smooth, the derivative is h(A; u). Suppose the convergence is not uniform.
Für E > 0 there must exist f ~ 00, such that Tl ~ 0, Ut = L Ai(rt, Ut), Ai(rt, Ut) >
0, Vi(Tt, 'Ut} E E(K I"V rtA) n T(K I"V rtA, Ut), and E < DQ(rt, Ut) - h(A, Ut). If
Hf ---7 u, then Vi(rt, Ut) 4' Vi E T(K, u) which implies that each Vi = U, and we have a
contradiction.
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Arearrangement inequality & applications
rvlichacl Schnlllckenschläger (joint work with A. Burchard)

(;('1. Ah (h~llot.p t.hc sirnply connected d dinlCnsional rnanifold with constant sectional
cllrval.lln' k. \Vc study funct.ionals J of the form

wh(~n~ für (~a.ch pa.ir i,j, the kernel Kij(x, y) is a' nonincreasing nonnegat.ive function of
t.h(~ dist.al1c(~ bp.twecn x anel y and 11, ... In are nonnegative measurable functions on A1k

whi('h vallish at. infinity (so that the spherically decreasing rearrangclnents I:, ... ,1,:
('an bc ddillCd.

Theorem 1. Tlte fv.nctional J (with fixed nonincreasing kerne/oS J(ij) never decreae
'/ul,fi("" 81)ltr~1"tcalLy decreaszng rearrangement 01 the fi' that zs,

!or atl 'nonnegat1:ve measurable functions /1, ... ,In on Mk so that the rea1'rangements
It: ... ~ /,:. C(Ln !Je defined.

Applications: ]. Suppose we are given a regular domain A ~ M k of finite volUBle
'0(.·\). i.c~. A is an open connccted subset with smooth boundary. Denote by UA(t, x)
t.lll~ solution of t.he Dirichlet problem

-.6.71,.\ = at,'UA Vx E A: 'llA(X,O) = 1 and Vx E 8A Vt > 0: UA(X, t) = 0,

where the signe of thc Laplacian ß is choosen in order to make ~ a positive operator.
rIhen 'iJ.A(l, :-1:) is always bounded from above by UB(XO, t), where B is a gedodcsic ball
C~~llt(~r('d at :fO such that v(B) = v(A).

2. Let. V be a potential on M k satisfying suitable growth conditions at infinity
(if k ~ 0). Thcll the trace of e- t(6+V) can only increase under spherically decreasing
rearrangerllcnt. of V, that is

.3. A part.icular case of the Theorem implies the isoperimetrie inequality on lvtf:
L(~t. P,_ bc the heat semigroup on Mk with generator -ß, A a measurable subsc
klk and B a geodesie ball in M k such that v(B) = v(A). By the Theorem ·we have r
all t > 0: JA PtIA ~ IB PtIB· In this form the rearrangement inequality has already
been 'provcd by A. Baernstein and Taylor. Following an idea of M. Ledoux we prove a
forrTlula that relates JA PtIA to the volume of the boundary of 8A.

Theorem 2. Let A be an open relatively compact subset 0/ a complete Riemannian
1naniJold f1.'1 with Ricci curvature bounded below. Assume A kas smooth boundary.
Thcn
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Corollary. FOT all measurable subsets A 0/ Mk , k > 0, with smooth boundary BA and
(LU t > 0:

V(~A) ic PtIA dv ~ V(;H) In< Ptln dv .

tlJhere' -H is a hemisphere.

Conjecture: Suppose the Rieci curvature of M is bounded from below by (d - l)k,
k > O. Let J-l, J-lk be the normalized Riemannian measures on M and Mt respeetively
and Pt, Ptk the corresponding heat semi groups. Let A be any measurable subset of M
and B a geodesie disk in M k such that Jl(A) = J-lk(B), -then for aH t > 0:

IIPtIAII~ :$ IIPtkIBII~,

• If hath sides coincide for same t > 0, then M = Mk and A = B.

Stability results in convex geometry
Rolf Schneider

Astability result, as it is understood here, answers questions of the foHowing type: If
sanlC condition enforeing uniqueness of a geometrie object is satisfied "only upt 0 f",
can uniqueness be aseertained "up to j(f)", in apreeise and explicit sense? The aim
of this survey is areport on stability results in convex and diescrete geometry from the
last decade. The described stability results are grouped in four sections. .

(1) Inequalities. Examples are stability versions of the isoperimetric inequality and
thc general Brunn-Minkowski theorem, a sharpening of the differenee body inequality
duc to Böröczky jr, Gruber's recent results on the stability of the regular- hexagonal
pat.tern in the plane with respect to extremum properties. ._

(2) Inverse problems. Stability results by Campi, Goodey-Groemer, Bourgain
Lindcnstrauss on the determination of convex bodies from projeetions, ne~ extensions
of thcse results, other inverse problems related to intertwining operators ort the sphere,
rncan section and mean projection bodies.

(3) Curvature conditions. Almost umbilical surfaces, recent stability results of
Kohlnlann on the general Liebmann-Süss theorem involving curvature measures.

(4) Geometrie conditions. Stabilized versions of some classical characterizations of
ellipsoids, as the ones due to Brunn or Blaschke, obtained by Groemer, Gruber, and
othcrs.

Floating body, illumination body, and polytopal
approximation

Carsten Schütt

The convex floating body K t of a convex body K is the intersection of all halfspaces
whose defining hyperplanes cut off a set of volume t from K.

The illumination body Kt of a convex body K is
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TheorelIl. Let!( br. a convcx body in IRd
. Then we have JOT ev~T'Y t, 0 S; S;

1,' 'lyold(/\·) .. tha!. therr. are nEIN with

f.J,'II.d (L poly/'ope P'l that !tas n vertices and such that

Theorenl. Let J( be a convex body in m<J. such that

1 d d-B2 C K C c2B2.
CI

[Je!. 0 ~ t. ::; (Sc] (2)-d-1vold(K) and let nEIN with

( 12811'") d;l < n < _l-vold(Kt\K).
7 - - 32edt

•
'J'lu~n wc hfJ.ve JOT every polyotpe Pn that contains K and has at most n d -1 dimensional

1(f.('f~S

Convex bodies instead of needles in Buffon's
experiment

lVlarius Stoka

Thc; icka ur rc~pp.a.ting ßuffon:s experiment using other objects instead of a needlc is not
J1(~W. Variolls special planar convex bodies have been investigated in thc literature; we
shall considcr h0.re thc general case. Of course, to go beyond convexity makes no sens~,

hc('ll.us{' ollly thc convcx cover is relevant to our problem (if thc object is supposed
CO) I Jlccired).

A1l10llg the particular cases alread treated in the literature we mention those of a
circlliar dis<.:: a sector t,hercof, a segment thereof, a (not necessarily symmetrie) lens,
allel an pllipse .

.:\lso, we follow thc idea of considering not only one family of parallellines but. t..
aud ur studying the hitting probability for the resulting lattice and the illdepend.
casc of the two hitting events.

Consider a convex body (which means here a compact convex set) K c IR. Let 'Ra
be a S(~t of equidiötant parallel lines in IR (at distance a) and 'Rb another such set of
linp.s (at distallce b), the two directions making an angle Q E (0, 1f). The objects of Dur
invcstigation are the events [a,Ib that the randorn convex body K _. more precisely
t.he randoul congruent copy of K - meets some line in 'Ra, Rb respectively.

Let L(<jJ) bc the width of ]( in direction <p. We consider t.hc following natural
condition:

max L(if» < min{a,b}.
O~<P<7T
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All cells of the lattice 'Ra U 'Rb are congruent to a parallelogram n.
Let K, be the set of all convex bodies congruent with K and their centroids (just to

make a choice) inside n. We consider our convex bodies as uniformly distributed, in
thc sense that the centroid a.s a random variable is uniformly distributed in n and the
randorn variable 4> (the rotation angle) is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 21r).

Various solutions of the isoperimetrie probleID
Anthony C. Thompson

In ~1inkowski planes (t\vo-dimensional normed spaces) the isoperimetrie problem is
wcll-defined and the solution well-known. However, there is a variety of descriptions
of that solution. Ir B denotes the unit ball then, up to homothety, the isoperimetrix
n (thc solution to the isoperimetrie problem) may be described in one of the following
threc ways: up to homothety,

where I denotes intersection body, Il denotes projection body and Adenotes the map
ping from X· to X defined by g(A/) := det[/, g).

In lligher dimensions, area (n - 1 dimensional content) may be defined in a variety
of ways. Depending on the definition one now has: n= /(B)O (Busemann), n= Il(BO)
(Hohncs-Thompson) or n= 1\(BO) (Benson). Moreover, these bodies are now different
although for certain symmetrie balls B they have similar shapes. Note that A is no'w
a mapping from (x*)n-l to X defined by g(A(/l' 12, ... In-d := det[g, 11t 12, ... In-tl
and A(BO) is the image under A of all n - 1-tuples from BO. The first !wo of these
rnappings are injective (on centrally symmetrie balls) the third is not; ft ~is suspected
that the first two have only ellipsoids as fixed points (n > 2) the third has the rhombie
dodecahedron as a fixed point.

One would like either to show that one definition is clearly preferable to the others
01', failing that, to impose some strueture on the variety.

Recent results in convex tomography
Aljosa Volcic

P.C. Hammer posed in 1961 the following question:

The X-ray problem. Suppose there is a convex hole C in an otherwise homogeneous
solid and that X-ray pictures taken are so sharp that the "darkness" at each point
determines the lenght of a ehord in C along an X-ray line. (No diffusion, please.) How
many pictures must be taken to permit exact reconstruction of the body if:

a. The X-rays issue from a finite point source?
b. The X-rays are assumed parallel?

Note that the X-ray problem makes sense also if the finite point is taken in the interiorof
!(. A device whieh ratates around the solid so that all the X-fays pass through a given
point lJ E intK permits to determine the length of all the chords through p.
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Let. llS c1(~IH)tc hy /\ the i-dilnensiollal Lebesgue lneasure. By 9 (n, i) we denote thc set
of all 'i.-dinlcnsional subspaces of JRn. If G E 9(n, i) and p E IFln, let us dcnotc by by
9(nli~/)) thc falnily ofall thc sets F = p+G = {x: x =p+y, y E C}.

Thc 'i-s(~ction fllIlction at a point p of a convex body K c JRn is thc function which
assiglls l to cvery F E gen, i, p), thc measure Ai(K n F).

Ir '(J, E 5'11.-1 identifies a direction (a point at infinity p), and 9(n, i, 1J,) is thc set of aB
t.h(~ aftiJl0. i-cliruensional subspaces containing a;translate ~f u, the i-seetion function or
/\. in dirpction 1l is thc function which assigns the value .\(KnF) to every F E gen, i~ u).

111 ]J(uticular, if i == 1, the i-scction function reduces to the X-ray function of K at.

I)·

A nat.ural gcncralization of the Hammer's X-ray problem is the following:

The generalised Hammer X-ray problem. Suppose that !f is a convex b~1l
IH't alld let 1 ~ i ~ n - 1. How many i-section functions must bc taken in or.o
pe~nn it thc cxact rcconstruction of Kif:

a. The i-scction functions are taken at finite points?
b. 'nJ(~ i-scction functions are taken at points at infinity?

Sarnple problem. Suppose K C lR3 and let PI, P2 and P3 bc three non collincar
IH)i nts 1I0t bclonging to K such that the plane P determined by thenl intcrsects the
illf,erior or !{. Supposc wc are given the 2-section functions of !{ at PI, P2 anel P3. Does
t.h is data detennine ]( uniqucly?

\Ve prove that. thc ans,,"er to this question is affirmative.

\-\fe: a.bC) cOJlsider t.hc following further generalization:

The nlixed Hammer X-ray problem. Suppose that K is a convcx hody in /Rn. Ho\v
Illitll'y points Pi, P2, ... ,Pk must be taken in order to permit thc exact rcconstructioll
ur /\. if t.he ij-scction function is knüwn, with 1 ~ i j ~ n - 1, at points Pj, 1 ~ j ::; k'?

Sampie problem. Let K be a three-dimensional convex body, let PI and P2 bc two
illt,(~rior points and suppose that we know

a) thc lengths of an the chords of K through PI and
h) the areas of thc intersections.of K with all the planes through P2.
ls !{ uniquely determined?
"fhe question is open in all its generality. We only know a partial answer . Dcnote

by [n l b] t.he chord of K containing PI and P2, with a, PI, P2, b in that order. Then [(
is llniqllely detcrmined if P2 is closer to b than to a.

Translative integral geometry
Wolfgang Weil

It,cratcd translative intersection formulae für curvature measures and intrinsic volumcs
iuvolvc Inixed Jneasures and functionals. These can be introduced directly für polytopes
anel extcndcd to arbitrary convex bodies by cüntinuity. Various integral formulae for
rnixed Illeasures and functionals are presented and a number of consequences are dis
cussed. 'They include a kinematic formula for projection functions, a formula far mean
seetion bodies and a translative formula for support functions. The investigations are
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nlotivated by applieations in Stoehastie Geometry and are finally used to estimate tbe
intensity of a non-isotropie Boolean model in IR?

Mixed volumes and packings
Jörg M. Wills

A family of convex bodies Ki , i E I in euelidean d-space 1Ff' is ealled a packing, if

Ir I is finite, the paeking is caiIed finite, otherwise infinite. A basic property of packings
is the density, and for important special cases, e.g. for lattice packings or bin packings
there are appropriate and useful density definitions since long.

For general packings (*) there is A. Thue's density (1892), which leads to a general
theory in 1& (Rogers, Bambah, Zassenhaus, Groemer, Graham), but not in IF.!', d ~ 3.
Thc introduction of a parameter in 1992/93 led to applieation of mixed volumes and
t.o pararrletrie density, which permits a joint theory of finite and infinite~p.~ckings. We
dcscribe the simplest and most relevant ease: ~

Let K i = K + Ci, i = 1, ... ,n be a paeking, Cn = {Cl, ... ,en} andp > O. Let V
denotc the volume. Then

6(K, Cn , p) = nV(K) / V (conv Cn + pK)

is thc parametrie density of tbe packing Cn + K with respeet to p. Here

V(conven + pK) =t (~) Vi [eoDv Cn , K] pi
i=O 't

is a polynomial in p, and its coefficients are the mixed volumes. The density of densest
packing of n translates of K is given by

6(K,n,p) = max{6(K,Cn ,p) I Cn + K packing}.

Any Cn with &(K, Cn , p) = 6(K, n, p) is denoted by Cn,p(K), and Cn,p + K is called a
best or densest packing (of n translates of K with respect to p).

In tbis basic concept of packings the mixed volumes are the essential tool for a joint
thcory of finite and infinite packings. So this is an application of convex geometry
to discrete geometry. The interaction between finite and (classical) infinite packings,
finite analogues of classical theorems (Minkowski-Hlawka, Blichfeldt, Rogers, Rankin) ,
applications to strange packing phenomena (sausages, sausage catastrophes), and to
crystallograpby (Wulff shape, anline packings, quasicrystals, mieroclusters) are shown.
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Cut locus and ambiguous locus
Tudor Zamfircseu

Tllf' )lot.ioll of a (;ut loeus is well-known to differential geometers. Thc cut locus of a
point. 1: in a. H.iernannian manifold M is the set of those points y E M such that no
sh()rt.(~st. path fforn ; to y can be extcnded (as a shortest path) beyond y.

'file not.ion of an ambiguous loeus belongs to Analysis. The points without a unique
IH~(ln~st poillt. in a given closed set form it8 ambiguous 10cu8.

AppareIltly quitc distant from each other, thc two notions share a common soul.
\Vhy this is so and some of their joint. properties will be revealed in Iny talk.

Sobolev-type inequalities with best constants
Gaoyong Zhang

Tlor, Sn!>o!r'v ineqnalit.y in t.he Euclidean space JRn states that for any Cl fundion 1('"
wit.h cOlllpacl, support in /Rn there is

(1) / 1V'/ldx ~ nw~/nll/lln~l'
JIC

w]J(~n'~ lVII is the Euclidean norm of the gradient of f, IIfllp is thc usual L p nonn of f
iJl Di": allel Wu is thc volurne of the unit ball in !Rn. The constant in the inequality is
sharp. 11. is aJ.tailled at thc characteristic functions of balls.

11, is knOWll that thc Sobolev inequality (1) is equivalent to the classical isoperimetrie
i I H'C[uali t.y. Let. Iv! be a conlpact domain in IRn with piecewise Cl boundary. If M has
VO]Ulnc \/(1\-1) €lud surface area S(M), then the isoperimetrie inequality is

(2)

witlt (~qua]it;y if alld only if ]{ is a ball. One can consider (1) as thc analytic forrn of
(2).

'rite ailn of this paper is to establish Sobolev-type inequalities with best constants.
()ur fi rst. rcsult is. thc following inequality.

Theorem 1. lf f is a Cl function with eömpaet support in lRn
1 then

( J 11
8i II-n dU) -lln ~ 2Wn-l 11/11--,,--,
8u n1/nwn n-l

5 '1 - 1 1

whe'l'c rt- 'is the partial derivative 0/ f in direction u.
Th~ l~onstallt in (3) is best. It is attained at the characteristic functions of ellipsoids.

Applying thc Hölder inequality and Fubini's theorem to the left-hand side of (3), one
can easily see that inequality (3) is stronger than the Sobolev inequality (1). We prove
illeql1alit.y (3) by using an affine isoperimetrie inequality, which is called the Petty
projcction ineql1ality.

()ur sccond result is a generalization of the Gagliardo-Nirenbcrg inequality.
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LCiUi@Ui = In,
i=l

Theorem 2. Let {Ui}~ be a sequence 0/ unit vectors in /Rn, and let {Ci}i be a sequence

0/ positive numbers tor which

where Ui ® Ui is the rank-l orthogonal projection onto the span 0/ Ui and In is the
identity on !Rn. I/ / is a Cl function with compact SUpport in lRn, then

(4) fillaaJII~ ~211J1In~l'
i=l U, 1

Ir m = n and {Ui} ~ is an orthonormal basis of !Rn, then inequality (4) becomes the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. Inequality (4) is proved by using an isoperimetric-type
inequality of Keith Ball, which is a generalization of the Loomis-Whitney inequality.

Finally, we prove a generalization of the Sobolev inequality.

Theorem 3. If hK is the support function 0/ a convex body K in JRn
, then, fOT

1 :::; p < n and for every Cl function f{x) with compact support,

(5)
1

q

1 ,
p n

whcre the constant c(n, p) is best and is given by

(6) ( ) = i (n - p) l-~ (f(n/p)f(l + n- n/p)) ~
c n, P ,n p _ I, f(n) .

When K is the unit ball in !Rn, (5) was proved by Aubin and Talenti, and in
particular, when p == 1, it further reduces to (1). When K is origin-symmetric and
TJ == 1, (5) was shown by Gromov. -

Berichterstatter: P.M.Gruber
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